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I IT g R ]3 u c T I
The science of 'bridge design has not i^et reached that ideal
stage ^here a purely theoretical treatment of all divisions of the
suhject can be made. ../.Jch must still he left to the individual
t
Judgement of engineers: , and just vso long as assui'riptions must he
made vrill there he di "ferences in opinion. The writer has taken
as an examiple cf recent specifications those published by the
American Railway Engineering and Llaintenance of V/ay Association
for 1906, and, selecting certain of the claur.es upon which there
is some diversit:> of opinion, has endeavored to deduce from dis-
cussions published in the proceedings of engineering societies
and in the engine o ring press for the last twenty years or more,
and from the theories given in textbooks the laws that obtain, in
I so far as they have been established. The conclusions are stated
' at the close of each discussion in the form of a nev- clause em-
bodying any changes that seem to be jurtifiable.
At the end of each article is placed a list of references on
the topic under consideration.

zI. .
I
l_The meterial in the superstructure shall
be structural steel, except rivets and as may
"be otherwise specified.
"
The first oridges ever tuilt were of wood or stone, and of these
materials all such structures were made until comparatively modern
^
times. It was well within the nineteenth century "before Bome of
the more enterprising engineers of this country ventured to apfply
their kno\7ledge of the superior strength, the adaptability, and
the comparatively invariable properties of iron to bridge building.
At this time steel was not only expensive, but very little was
known about it; and the new material was vie-./ed with suspicion b^
many of the more conservative builders. Hence wrought iron was use|
in all these early bridges, although attempts, which proved highly
uneconomical, were made to use cast iron in the form of arches.
;^
In the early nineties after the introduction of the Bej;semer ;j
process had decreased the cost of steel considerably, and thorough
||
and exhaustive tests had led to a more complete understanding of
its properties, the substitution of steel for iron began to be ad-
vocated by some of the more progressive engineers of the country.
Many contend-d that the new material was too brittle and without i
the toughening effect of the wrought iron fibre, and that its ex-
If
tended use would be dangerous. Gradually, however, the decreased i
cost of steel over wrought iron bridges and the superior service
tliey gave became evident to engineers. In 169£ J. A. L. .'/addell, ,
in ono of his papers presented before the American Society of Civil
?.ngineers, said, "I take the bold step of assuming that in the

3near fi.iture, the material for the metal portions of railroad iDridge^
will be exclusively steel." Since then steel has almost entirely-
supplanted iron in the "bridge building industry.
Usually, in specifications there is made a distinction between
the properties and uses of what are called soft steels, medium
j
steels, and high steels. Hedium steels are generally used through-
out the structure, soft steels where tenacity is reciuired and brit- i
tleness must be reduced to a minimum, and high steels where great
strength is required pnd great weight of metal is not desired. She
following quotation from the "De Pontibus" specifications by J . A.
L. waddell will give an idea of conimon usage, "All parts of the
structure, except ties, foot planks, and gua-d timbers , shall , for
all STDans of ordinary lengths, be of medium steel excepting only
that rivets and bolts are to be of soft steel, and adjustable mem.- ;
bers of either soft steel or 7/rought iron, ?or very long spans I
high steel may be used for top chords, inclined and posts, pins, eye
bars in bottom chords, and those in main diagonals of panels v/here
there is no reversal of stress when impact is included. It may be
used also for the web members of can'.ilever and anchor arms in
j
cantilever bridges where the variation of ::tress is comparatively
small and whore li^pact cannot be great." The qualities of these
materials are indicated in Table I and are taken from the same
source.

Tal:>le '^o . I. Proyertien of Struotiiral Steels.
Tensile Strength
in Its. per so. in.
Least allowable elastic li/.vit
in lbs. per sq. in.
Soft otGol 5 C;0 - u CjO ^V-00
Iledi^in 3te-,l 6-^000-7 Op00 55,000
High oteol ^o-ocpoo
oOKo tiriGG tlie sr^i.e oojec" is attairod "by iisint," one kind of steel
and allowing different maxirnuiTi unit stresses for different parts
of the "bridge.
j
The increased capacities specified for modern "bridges, and the
greater spans that are deemed necessary have made it imperative
|
that either the ouality of our steel "be improved or that som.e
stronger material "be used, for the limit of practi'ble length for
"bridges to-day is detennined not "by the load to "be carried "but "by
i;he weight of metal in the structure itself. The discovery of a |
material that will give a greater strength with the same amoirnt of
dead load and at the same time "be inexpensive enough to "be econom-
ical in structures requiring as much metal as a "bridge a milo long
has long "been av/aited "by the engineering profession.
The alloy of steel with about tiiree and one half per centum of
nicl^el, commonly called low nickel steel, bids fair to fill such a
place. The aJvantages of alloying steel with various percentagep
of nickel have been known for a long wiiile. early as 132£ Stodart
and Taraday roade experiments at Sheffield, T^ngland with such alloysL
but •ntil recently the scarcity and consequent high cost of r ickel
has been prohibitive of any large scc.le uso of nio]::;l steol. Large
deposits of nickel ore have lately been discovered both in Canada
and in northern Europe, and the reduction in price c-'^^rod by the ^

openlnp- of these minep will, no cloiilDt, reniove tlie last "barrier to
the UPC of thi^s alloy in hriclge "bnilciing.
lickel rteel has a FiOdiilus of elasticity the same as that of
carhon steel and an r.ciual coefricaent of expansion. Its tensile
strength is ahout double that of mediiiiii carbon steel, and more than
that, it has a proportionately high elastic limit that adds much to
its value in engineering strv.ctures. The shearing strength of the
alloy varies from 15"^^ to 200> that of common rivet steel. Beyond ;i
this the limited numher of tests that have "been made do not exact- ;
ly agree and, moreover, they are hardly comprehensive enoiigh to
drav7 reliable conclusions from. On these points all investigators
,1
dc agree, however, that nickel steel is strong, reliable, and
|
tough, and that it has a higher elastic limit and a greater re-
sistance to comprest^don and shocks than ordinary medium bridge
steel. Lioreover the difficulties of fabricating and manufacturing
the alloy do not increase in the same ratio as its strength, and ||
it is workable ordinary bridge shops. Increased familiarity
with its properties will ' reduce even those difficulties that now
exist. The economjy of nickel steel over carbon steel even at pros- ij
ent prices is pronounced, and with the reduction in cost that will I
come with a greater demand as more mines are opened there can be
great savings made by the :ioe of the alloy.
|
It is evident froi'i the data at hand tlmt with the adoption of
practicable
nickel steel for bridges wi. .. come a lessened cost and a lon-er^
ij
span. :i:specially in heavy railroad bridges and long arm cantilevers I
is the s- ving decided, for the proportionate reduction is miicli
greater. Another saving, if the b-idge is to be erected far from
|

the plant, is effected in decreased cost of transportation for the
lessened amount cf metal required. For light bridges the substitu-
tion of nickel steel for carbon steel is not so economical, because i
certain thicknes:-.es and sizes of metal must be used anyT7ay to |{
guard against the effect of corrosion, wear and abrasion, sudden
shocks, and similar destructive agents, and the reduction of sec-
tion with the uso of stronger ma.terial v/ould give a dangerous
||
frailty to tlie structure.
'Sron the for-;riOing it seems reasonable to suggest :--
Of course if nickel Fteel is to be adopted as per this para-
graph otiier changes must be made in the specifications. The most
important of these woiild be: make the limits of ultimate strength,
for rivet steel test pieces, 70,000 to 8Cp00, for structural steel
j
test pieces 85,000 to 100,000, and for eye bar steel test pieces,
^5,000 to llCpOG lbs., per square inch. These are all for i-.nanealed
specimens; the corresponding elastic limits v/ill be 45,000, BI^^'^OO
and 6^000 lbs. per square inch. Provision should be marie for full
size eye bar - er-ts as well, to show an ultimate strength of at
least OOpOO lbs. An increase in rivet diameters is desirable, due
to the relative weakness of nickel steel in shear and the difiicultj
of puncji:'ng the alley with smiall punches, besides the greater ease
in fabrication of large rivets, v;hich hold the heat better. J. A.
L. V/addell reconjnends the chemdcal compositions shown in Table II.
The miaterial in the superstructure shall
be nickel steel; for eye bars, pins and
rollers-eye bar steel; for rivets, bolts
and similar pieces-rivet steel, and for
all other portions- structural steel.

TTable II.
ChGi;.:::--^^ "Properties ' " :'ickel Steel.
I.'.etalloid Percentages
.
..t ruetural "..^ o-br-r
Hieke
1
S.25 - 3.75 O m ^ O — • * • -:.0C - 4.o0
Carbon n. S4 - 0.4E 0.12 - 0.18 0.40 - 0.5C
...anganese O.o5 - 0.75 0.55 - 0.65 0.75 - 0.65
rhosphoriis 0. 05 0.05 0.05
iulphur . 04 . 04 0.04
oilicoa 0.04 0.04 0.04
The percentages given for phosphorus, silicon, and sulphur are
the largest that will be allowed.
References :
-
Proceedings Jimeriean Society
Proceedings Arjeriean Society
Proceedingc. iuaerican Society
of Civil Engineers, I.Iarch 19 '^C
(
'.Tebster /
of Civil Engine' rs, Sept. 19C8
(7:addell^
for Testing :,:aterials, 1905
fColbyj.

II
6-The dead load shall consist of
the estimated weight of the entire
suspended structure. Timber shall
be assumed to weigh 4 1/2 pounds pei
foot B. M. ; ballast 100 pounds per
cubic foot, and rails and fastenings
150 pounds per linear foot of track.
All bridges must be designed not only for the loads that
are to pass over them, but for the v/eight of the structure
itself, which must be supported. The weight of the entire
suspended structure is imov/n as the dead load. The dead load
is usually estimated in two parts. First, the v/eight of metal
ir the structure is secured from empirical expressions that have
been derived from tables of actual weights of bridges of various
spans for different classes of live loading. These give the
amount of metal in the bridge to as great a degree of accuracy
as is necessarj^. Second, The v/eight of the floor system is
calculated. This is done after the floor is designed and the
weight is secured from the actual quantity of material in the
floor. IIov/ since in the first place the weight of the floor is
the smaller part of the total dead load except for short spans,
and the weight of the remainder of the structure, or larger
part, is obtained from arbitrarily constnicted empirical rules,
and in the second place the unit weights given for the floor
system are approximations, it v/ould seem just as accurate
to allow a value for the dead floor load in pounds per linear

9foot and avoid all the lalDorious coraputatidns of the numher of
feet B. 1.1. of Y/ood in ties, guard-rails, spacing blocks, etc.,
which appears to he hair-splitting.
The superior advantages of solid or ballasted bridge floors
as a cushioning device for preventing excessive irapact, vibration,
and undesirable noise are rapidly being recognized, and the:/
h.ave been adopted on many modern railroads. Solid floors are
usually constructed of steel plates arranged in troughs at right
angles to the track. When ballast is added to such a floor and
the only data given is the weight of ballast in pounds per cubic
foot, the problem of securing the dead floor load takes some
t ime
.
Hence it v/oiild seem reasonable to insert in bridge specifi-
cations a clause giving the weight of the floor in pounds per
linear foot of track. The accuracy of such a method would be
just as high as those in use for designing the remainder of the
structure and would obviate much unnecessary calculation. The
following clause is suggested:
The bridge shall be designed for a
dead load consisting of the weight of
the entire suspended structure. The
weight of the floor, if of open timber
con'jtruction, shall be taken at
pounds per linear foot of track; if of
steel troughs, shall be taken at
pounds per' linear foot of traces and i
ballasted shall be assumed to be
pounds per linear foot of track.
The figures to be inserted in the
blanks shall be given by the engineer
in charge and shall always be greater
than 400 for open timber floors, 850
for steel trough and 1^00 for ballasted
floors
.
Keferences :
-
Various bridge specifications and text books on the eon-
structlon and weight of bridge floors.
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9. The djmanic iincreTnent of the live load
shall he" added to the inaxinilun conpiited live
load strains, and shall he de: termined hy the
forrjiila
.
300
I. z 3
L 500
Vvfhere
I-denotec the impact or dynaT:iic increment
to he added to live load strains.
S-denotes the comptited inaxirmm live load
L-denotes the loaded lenf';th of the track
in feet producint'- the maxiiniun strain in
the nemhor. "or "bridges crrryin,'^ Koro than one
track, the af-f^re^ate length of all tracks
oroducinfi; the strain shall he used.
Impact ?hall not he added to strains
produced hy lonc:itiidinal , centrifugal and
'lateral or wind forces.
To determine accurately the relation e?:istine: hetween the stress-
es in hrid^e structures caused hy dead or stiitic loads and those
induced hy live or rnoving loads has hoen one of the most important
prohloms hefore the en.frincerinrT profession for at least the last
twenty years. It has lonf: heen ]aiown that a moving load causes
more injurious effects on materials of construction than a static
load; ohscrvations of hrid-cs in actual use, theory, and experincntfj
on special parts of structures have all amply demonstrated this.
But, so far, experience is ii^uch in advance of theory, for v.-hile ||
investinators can prove hy experiments on special pieces under
unvarying conditions, laws that can also he verified hy theoreti-
cal considerations, no one as yet has heen ahle , even with the help
of ohscrvations on hrid-es under every day operating conditions,
to deduce and estahlish a ricoro^^s lornula for a coefficient
indicating the rclttion rotween the destructive influences of live

and. tho'jG of dead loads. Certain enpirical rules and expressions,
repreacntinfT the oi^iniony oT the host on^;ineering r:inds in the
coiintry, arc in u^:e, hut even hetween authorities there is nore or
less con'^lict v.hich can only he decided hy an absolute detcrminatioi)
of the relation Iron unvarying physical lews.
The injurious effects of a inoving load on a structure r:;ay he
grouped under the tl-.ree following heads:
1-Fatigue caused hy varying or alternating stresses
in the material under consideration. This is a cujnula-
tive effect depending directly on the r.unher of cl-angcs
of stress.
2-Vihrations induced in the structure as a ¥/hole hy
live load.
3-Inpact and local shocks on parts in actual contact
v/ith the load. These arc inimodiate in action.
The coefficient to he applied to the live load must involve all
those factors, and the effect of impact and all it connotes is hut
one of tl'em. Ilonce it v.ould seen as if the v.ord dynainic would more
accurately doscrihe this coefficient than the name impact \vhich is
given to it at present throughout engineering literature.
The first investigation into the lav.'s of the fatigue of metals
under repeated and alternating stresses v/as made hy 7.'ohlcr between
1859 and 1870. Jlis Camous experiments and those performed hy
Eauschin?;er and others soon after served to develop the laws of
fatigue that arc so well known today. V.Tien those results first
became the property of the engineering ..orld at large, bridge
engineers adopted them with avidity, and, shout 1880, formulae such
as those developed from these lav/s by C!erber, '.Veyrauch and Launhardt
,

12.
V. nx CXI uj'tJ \.t;J.X Vn ovn Lannl-fii'd't "'"ornulG
v/he re
u
niinirauTn stress)
maxiinuin stress )
a-denotes the .-afe workinr: stress lor comlinod loads,
u-donotes the safe working ctross for yarialle loads,
t-denotcs the safe \vor]:inr: stress for permanent loads.
v/ill serve to illustrate, v'cre incorporated into practically all
bridfjespecifications . Theodore Cooper v/as one of the first e.nn;in-
ccrs to attaci^ this adoption of the t};oor.7 of fatigue of metals in
bridge design as "atsiu-d and unscientific", and since tlien this
theory has l:-een abandoned in structural design. It is true that
Tohler's experiments demonstrate that there is such a thing sc
fati.gue of metals, but this fatigue is chiefly -evident from stresses
between the elastic limit or yield point and the ultimate strength, |
and for unit stresses betvreen :^ero and the yield point an "enormous
number of applications is required to cause rupture.'' Since in all
well designed bridges the unit stresses are never allowed to approacl
the elastic limit the effect of fatigue would never be felt in such I
structures. Pesides this, loads were applied every few seconds in
the tests made, with no opnortunity for rest such as occurs in
bridges under even the most strenous conditions of operation, and ;
miore loads were used thsn would ever he applied during an ordinary
"bridge's life. TIecGnt experim.cnts , notably tliose by Turner in 19Q2
|
have shOA'm that fatigue does occur for stresses under the yield poinlj
and particularly for alternating stresses. The question of internal
molecular friction is involved, and as we know little about this
most ahstrusG subject v.e can assert but little. It; i£ safe to say,
however, that fati.gde of m.ct8ls can be ignored in bridge desi'-ring. I

The deteriorating effect of the atmosphere on the material would
prohahly "be ranch greater than any loss of strength due to molecular
friction.
Impact and vibration cannot be ignored, hov/ever, and how to
^
properly allow for them, has been a question that has not yet been
satisfactorily settled and that, perhaps, never will be except by
a long and extended set of observations on the actual strains pro-
duced by ordinary train loads on bridf-es in use. Such experiments
|
been -
. j. . « n .
have^ptterapted, but never on a scale large enough to justify relia-
ble coi.elusions . The crudity of instruments in up^e as conpared with
the delicacy of the measurements to be talcen, and the iaperfections
in the apparatus are other drav/bac>s in this work. The great l|
obstacle to a purely theoretical treatraent of this subject lies in
the large number of variable factors involved. The kind of rail
and rail joints, the effect of fiat v/heels and of sudden applica- I
tion of air brakes with a sanded track, the value of the springs
on engines and the cars and the counter-balancing of engine wheels,
the condition of the track whether open or ballasted and the vi-
bration of the engine parts are all important in determining the
impact, and the vibration of the structure depends on its length
and v/eight and the time of application of the load as determined
by the speed of the train. This great complexity makes the treat-
ment of the subject especially difficult. The following rules may
be said to summarize largely what is knovm:
1-The heavier the floor is constructed and the
better it is ballasted, the greater the cushioning
j
effect it will have, and the less t'le impact v/ill be.
|
• £-The larrer the dead load and the heavier the
structure is built, the greater its inertia and

14
the less the vihration and other injurious
effects of a live load v/ill he.
3-The lon,?:er the hridge.the less the
deflection and the vihration,
4- The speed of the train has little effect on
the actual stress except in the case of small span
hridnos
.
5 -Dynamic stres^-^es are p:rcater in momhcrs lihe
strinr-crs and floor heairis and their connoctions
than in oarts of the structure farther removed
from actual contact v.ith the load.
To derive from thei^c i^jIcs a formula that will give accnrately
and rapidly the relation tetv.'een dead load strest es and live load
stresses is no mean prohlem.
The lo.r:icsl and usual way to dec-:i-n a hridf-e is as follows:
first tjie alloTvahle stress porniissihle for dead load strains is
selected. Then all other strains are reduced to a common hasis o
that this allowahle stress may he uued in calculatinn the sections
of memhers. To accom.nlish t">iis reduction a certain increment, due
to the more destructive sffects of live load, must he added to the
live load strnins calculated hy ordinary m.ethods. This increm.ent
is usually denoted hy the e:,T^hol, I, rer)reL-:ontinf'; impact. "^irst
attem.nts to provide for impact considered the destr-uctive effects
of a live load douhle those of a aead load. The law, that under
the elastic limit a rudden load prodijces douhle the stress and
douhle the deformation that is cavsod hy a static load, was the
hasis of those attempts whic?i m.ade allowance for im.pact hy desi,^-
natinr an ellov/ahle live food stress one half the allowable dead

15
load stress. Johnson's rormila,
a
p =
r. : in i muin stress
1 •
2 Maximiiia etr^GS
where
p-d-:no^es the allowable k tress for coml irLC-d losds.
a-donotes the allov/ahle ntress for live loads,
taken fron his "Ilatorlals of Cont- triu: tionf is simply an o-preoslon
of this old procedure in another lorra. This nethod has alnost hcen
abandoned since it is not cOTrLT.enGnro te in discrimination or in ac-
curacy with !nodorn enninoerin,^ practice although it errs ne^-orally
on the side of safety.
The methods in Ipoc^c now are three in nvj.nb^er:
Thirst,
Some cnfaneers advocste a table [pvinn imnyct, I,
in percontaf^GS of the live load stress, S, for nil epans
'^.nd all the different classes of ^embers in a bridge.
fSce :^eaman's Specifications in the Procccdi nr^-s of the
American .^ocicty of Civil 'hir:incers "or 1899, Vol 41. )
This method is notsntly too complex, 'or it vm.:ld be
practicably impossible to coni:truct tables thet v oi^ld
accurately cover all lonjrths of bridges, conditions of
load, and "'in 2s of floor.
Second,
This is by uv:e of formulae of the type represented
by the familiar American "ridge Company ex"f>rcssion
,
first developed by C. C. Schneider in 188V,

16
500
s( )
+ L,
and J. A. L. Waddell's lorrmla ::ivGn in "rcPontilais
,^
400
3(
500 + L,
Y:ho re
L-donotoG the loaded lGnr:th producing the ricxi-
aum live load stress, S.
Thlc netliod docR not involve any direct coni^idoration of ballsiKted
or Q-oen floors or of the v^eig^it of the bridge although the contitfinlj
factors ore introduced to cover these points.
Thi rd
,
Since the action of the moving load.rmst cause
vibrations of the dead as well as of the live load
it seeins reasonable to say that rho effect of impact
and vibration will be dependent on the relative pro-
portions of live load and dead load. ?oriT!ulae in-
volving this idea, vhich the following.
I = L(
L + D
- -7
where
I- denotes the allowance for iiimact.
D; denotes the f'xed load stress
L-dcnotes the noving load stresG.
will repreh;'ent, j:ave been, pro pcbsed. This fives
the dynamic increront for nain rneribers. "or coun-
ters I is taken as equal to L, for suspondors or
sub-vortisals I = 1.25 find for floor i^oams,
floor beam connections and stringers I = 1.50

IT
This formula seems to represent better than any other the
actual conditions existing in a bridge. J. V;. Schaub, in his
paper presented before the 'Vestern Society of Engineers, Oct. 3,
19CC
,
proooses to modify it by a constant term to cov^r the ab-
sorption of v'ibration and impact by car springs, ballast, and
parts of the structure other than the member under consideration.
He offered the formula.
The curves drawn by Schaub comparing th--^ value of impact coeffi-
cients as determined by various formulae and rules are shown in
figure I.
In view of the preceeding discussion the writer offers the
following clause to ta::e the place of that at the head of this
L
I z L( -C . 55)
li + D
sect ion.
"'he dynamic increment of the live load shall
be added to the m.aximum comcuted live load strain
and shall be determined by the formula,
L
I Z L( -C)
L + ' D
where
I-denotec the dynarr.i.c Increment or impact stress.
L-denotes the live or ir.oving load sti-esf.
D-denotes the oead or static load stress.
C-is a constant v,'hose value is to be supplied by
engineer in charge according to the length of span,
conditions of loading and kind of track. C will
vary from zero in very shox-t, unballasted spans to
about C. 55- long, heavy, well ballasted struct-
For bridges carrying more than one track, I
shall be increased bOfo.
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y of
Voli Rie 15 ,
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,
!l
^or counters I = L.
7or suspenders and snbverti culs , I 1.25L.
:'or floor hoans, floor loam and strin^^er conrcction^
e-^d strinfjers I = 1.50L.
[
1:0 cijmainic increment need be added to s-i^rein pro-
duced by lon,':itndinal, centrifii^-al and lateral or
v/ind forces.
References': -
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28- The gross section of the compression
flanges of plate girders shall not "be
less than the gross section of the tension
flanges ; not shall the strain per square
inch in the compression flange of any
"bean or girder exceed:
1
16 » 000-200 ---
h
v/here
1-unsupported distance,
b-width of flange.
In designing plate girders the neutral axis is assumed to
he at the center of the v/eh. By this means the section of the
lower flange v/hich is in tension is computed. The upper flange,
v/hich is in compression, does not require as much metal as the
tension flange because the rivets are effective in compression
and no material raust be deducted to allow for rivet holes. If
v;e do not make the lower and upper flanges of the same section,
however, the neutral axis v/ill not occur at the center of the
web, and the assumption on v/hich we based our design is destroy-
ed. Hence the flange would have to be redesigned. This is the
first disadvantage of maVing the upper and lower flanges differ-
ent in section. Another disadvantage rests in the fact that the
draughtsman's v/or> would be doubled as well as the labor in
the bridge shops v/here two templets instead of one v/ould be re-
quired. The only advantage v/ould be the saving in metal and
this would be ina;^ preciable since the decreased cost v/ould be
more than overbalanced by the ey.pense of the extra templet

^1
necessary and the additional designer's and drauf-htsman's tine.
The simplicity in design and ease in fabrication secured hy mak-
ing the upper and lower flanges of the same section should give
the part of this clause that refers to flange sections a place
in all hridge specifications.
The second part of the clause given at the head of this
discussion is presumably intended to supply supports for the com-
pression flange, which is really nothing hut a long column, so
as to secure it against lateral bending. The web serves this
purpose in a vertical direction. The usual method of embodying
such an idea in specifications is by stating the least allowable
unsupported length of flange in terms of the width. This is
a more rational method of procedure than that we are discussing
since it gives results directly. It is the length between
lateral braces that is wanted rather than the allowable stress
in the compression flange.
Suppose we assume the allowable stress in the compression
flange to be thirteen thoucand pounds per square inch. By the
formula
:
1
S = 16000 - 200 ---
b
or
1 16000-S
b 200
where
S = the allov/able stress per square inch.
1 z the unsupported length of flange, and
b = the width of the flange.
1
We find the least allowable unsupported length of flange to be
15 times its width. Requirements, stated in various specifica-
tions, vary from 12 to 30 times the width.
The following clause is offered to take the place of number
28 in the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association specifications, as stated above.
The gross section of the compression
flanges of plate girders shall not be
less than the gross section of the ten-
sion flanges. The compression flanges
shalL be stayed laterally so that the
unsui|)rted length shall never exceed
sixteen (16) times the width of flange.
Peferenees
:
Specificati oiiS of Waddeil, Cooper, and others.
Engineering ITews,
Volume 50, p. 447.
Textbooks on bridge design.
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77-There shall "be v/eb stiffeners,
generally in pairs, ovei^jearings , at
points of concentrated loading and at
points required "by the form-ula:
t
d I --- (12,000 - S)
40
where
d I clear distance, between
stiffeners of flange
angles
.
t z thickness of web.
s = shear per square inch.
The stiffeners at ends and at points
of concentrated loads shall be propor-
tioned by the formula of paragraph six-
teen, the effective length being assumed
as one-half the depth of girders. End
stiffeners and those under concentrated
loads shall be on fillers and have their
outstanding legs as wide as the flange
angles will allow, and shall fit tightly
against them. Intermediate stiffeners
may be offset or on fillers, and their
outstanding legs shall be not less than
one-thirtieth of the depth of girder
plus two inches
.
Often in engineering v/orV, problems arise that cannot be
solved by strictly theoretical methods. To the judgement of
the engineering profession, which is knowledge gained by mingled
experience, experiment and the study of existing conditions,
the solution of such questions must be left. The design of
plate girder stiffeners is accomplished in this manner, for no
rational method of proportioning these members has yet been
discovered. The conclusion that engineers have been successful

^4-
in their interpretation of the lav/s that ohtain cannot oe infer-
red from the reinarkahle freedom from failures of plate girder
spans even when they are subjected to loads greatly above those
for v/hich they were designed, since anyone may build a structure
that will be too safe. The real exercise of engineering ability
comes in designing a structure that is only safe enough, and
without wasteful excess of material.
There appears to be no reason why an unstiffened plate girder
cannot be analysed as a simple beam. In that case the theory for
stresses in the web can be readily stated. There are two
different i^inds of stresses produced in an unstiffened plate
girder web under a load: 1st, a shear of equal intensity horizon-
tally and vertically; and 2nd, a tension or compression in
horizontal planes due to the bending of the girder as a whole,
and this varies in value directly v/ith the distance from the
neutral axis, where it is zero. There are no tensile or compres-
sive stresses on horizontal planes. The greatest tension and
compression exist on a plane inclined forty five degrees to the
horizontal at the neutral axis, v/here they are equal to the
shearing stress. Their value varies from a maximum at one flonge
to nearly zero at the other. How these conditions of stress are
modified when several pairs of angles are riveted to the web at
short intervals has not been determined.
Early theories claimed that the stiffeners carried the shear,
and proportioned them for compression for this stress according
to column formulae. They were spaced closer as the end of the
girder, where the shear is greatest, was approached. This
point of vie?/ is manifestly absurd for no compression acts in
vertical planes, and moreover, in a plate girder designed in

this way, did such conditions hold, there would he no
need of a
web since the stiffeners would hear all the stress.
Wilson, in
1885. proposed that a stiffened plate girder acted
as a Pratt
truss, the stiffening angles heing the posts, and the weh per-
forming the functions of the inclined ties. Experiments on
models of plate girders with v/ehs slit so that they could only
act in tension v;ere made to demonstrate this theory but since
with webs slit the girder can act only as a Tratt truss, such a
conclusion seems rather unwarranted. Other methods find the
allowable length of the web plate in simple compression and use
this length as a diagonal on the unsupported part of the web to
secure the distance between stiffeners. The minimum distance
necessary would be used throughout the girder for the sake of
simplicity. This method ignores the fact that there is tension ,
as well as compression acting in the web and that the effect of this
tension is to strengthen the plate. All these methods may give
results that are not so very far wrong from the standpoint of
safety, but the theory on which they are based is undoubtedly
wrong
.
The present day notions of the functions of plate girder
stiffeners maintain that they fulfill two purposes:
First- -They serve to transfer the vertical shear from
the web to the abutment when they are placed over the
bearing. At other points of local concentrated load-
ing they distribute the load to the web. They do
|
not act as ordinary/ columns, hov/ever, since the load
they carry is distributed over their full length.
Second-- A plate girder web never has a perfectly
plane surface, and because of methods of fabrication

comes from the shops more or less bent, sprang, and
warped. Failures of plate girders generally take
place through hucl^ling of the v/eb. Stiffeners at
intermediate points serve to correct this tendency
and to stay the plate against initial irregularities.
All the experiments on plate girders that have been made justify
the proceeding statements and shov/ that the axial stresses in in-
termediate stiffeners subject to no concentrated load are neglig-
ible. In deck girders the results have been irregular while in
through girders the intermediate stiffeners are alv/ays subject, as
would be expected, to a small amount of tension. That bending
stresses of come magnitude are liable to occur in intermediate
stiffeners is also shown, as is the fact that end stiffeners and
those under concentrated loads are stressed according to the
amount of load applied.
Professor Turneaure recently made some experiments on a
specially constructed plate girder. ?rom his results he has stated
the follov/ing conclusions:
1- The stresses in web plates without stiffeners
when stressed within their elastic limit, agree
closely v/ith the theoretical stresses.
2- The stresses in web plates with stiffeners, when
stressed within the elastic limit agree closely
with the theoretical stresses; and as a necessary re-
sult the axial stresses in vertical stiffeners, not
subjected to local loads, are practically zero.
3-The bending stresses in vertical stiffeners may
be considerable.
4-The elastic limit strength of a web plate v/ithout

stiffeners is, in the case here noted, about twice '
the ultimate strength riven by Euler's coluinn for- i
mula applied to a diagonal column element.
5- If the strenr-th of a web plate without stiffeners "
t E
may be assumed to vary as ( ) , then the prac-
1 t
tice of omitting stiffeners when is more than :
1 1
is nearly correct.
60
Instances are on record of girders in use without stiffeners.
Some engineers have advocated, for simplicities sake and also for
the sake of getting rid of the holes punched in the web for
rivets which they claim are harmful, designing all webs strong
j
enough to dispense with stiffeners entirely, but such views are
extreme, however. When the stiffeners are put on to reduce the
calculated web thickness it is true a radical mistake is being
|
made; the stiffeners should be an addition to the web, to strength-
en it after it has been designed, and should not be included in
the first calculation. It is probably safe to omit stiffeners
when the clear distance between angles is lesB than sixty (60)
times the thickness of the web plate.
There is, no doubt, a difference in action between t?irough
and deck girders. In the through girder the loads are applied
at the lower flange, and it would seem as if the web v/ould be
more effective under such conditions. This may be demonstrated
by a paper model of a girder which will supiort a much greater
load attached to its lower flange than can be placed on its
upper flange.
Stiffeners inclined at an angle in the manner the compression
theoretically sets in the web have been proposed, as more ef-

feotive in resistance to buckling, but it is irobable that
vertical stiffeners serve the purpose just as well, with less
trouble in design and construction, if they are spaced not
farther than the vertical distance between flange angles apart.
While it is true that we cannot rationally design intermediate
stiffeners to carry shear, for such a stress cannot be provided
for in this way, it would seem reasonable to design them to sup-
port the heaviest concentrated load that raay be applied to them
in a deck girder or the largest floor beam reaction that will
occur in a through girder.
The following specification is proposed:
Plate girder v/ebs shall be rein-
forced by web stiffeners in pairs over
bearings and at points of concentrated
loading. Also v/hen the ratio of the
unsupported depth to the thickness is
greater than sixty (60) shall stiffeners
be placed at distance apart not exceed-
ing the unsupported web depth or a
maximum value of five (5) feet.
The minimum sized angle allowed will
be 3 1/2" X 5 l/2" x S/8" and angles
over the bearing and at points of con-
centrated load shall be proportioned
for a v/orking stress of 15,000 pounds
per square inch.
End stiffeners, stiffeners under con-
centrated loads, and those v/here cross
frames are attached shall be on fillers,
and shall have their outstanding legs
as \7ide as the flange angles will allow.
The outstanding legs of intermediate
stiffeners shall be not less than one-
thirtieth of the depth of the girder
plus two (£) inches.
The ends of stiffener angles shall be
finished to fit tightly against the flange
angles
.
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14. All parts of s'-ructures shall
"be so proportionea that the siun of the
maxinniin strt^ins shall not exceed the
follov/ing araounts in pounus per square
inch, except as modified in paragraphs
2- to 23:
15. Axial tension on net section--
16, :.oo.
16. /^ial compression on grosr sec-
tion--16, 000-70 1 where "1" is the
r
length of memher in inches and "r" is
the'^least radius of gyration in inches.
The elastic limit of structural steel is from 50 to 55 per
ceniuin of its ultimate strength. It may he taken at from SO, 000
to 35, •'^00 poundr per smiare inch, and as long as the mji.terial in
a hridge merher is not suDjected to a unit lof.d ahove this it is
undeniahly safe. If the liability for errors in design, fabrication
and erection could he eliminated, if the memhers were exactly uni-
forii. in ccnposition and their strength was exactly Icnown, and if
the theories and assumptions used were absolutely co^-rect, then
the load might "be divided hy the unit stress at the elastic limit ;
(mean value, 32,000 pounds) to obtain the required area. However,
such ideal conditions do not hold in practice, and allowances !
must be made for three different classes of causes influencing
the strength of bridge parts. These are usually known as defects,
deterioration, and contingencies. Defects include mistakes in
calculation, injuries obtained d\iring erection in the field and
fabrication in the shops, defects in material, and errors in
assumptions of theories, r-eterioration comprises the rusting action
of the atmosphere and the corroding influence of engine smoke.
Contingencies are not liable to occur and so are not included in

the assuroptions, out if they do occur they nill increase the rtrers
on ti.e memher. example of a contingency is an increased load
due to heavier trains. It seems fair to allow for these possibil-
ities hy reducing the allov/ahle unit stress hy two as these spec-
ifications do. This would give a unit stress of 16,000 pounds per
souare ir.ch of net section for tension.
nemhers in compression are obviously not as strong as are ten-
sion pieces. ::he slightest oending wi ' 1 induce greatly increased
stressor-; in the er-treine fibre over those obtained by dividing the
total load by the net area. Thj s principle has long been recog-
nized, and in 1757 ::uler presented a formula that gave the theory
of the case. He shov/ed that the strength of a colunn varies in-
versely as its length sciuared. Experiments on built up compression
members have shown that Euler's formiula does not apply to them
but gives results • uch too high, except when the slenderness
ratio, 1, is very great, at least over 2'^0, which is a much higher
r
value than is ever used in bridge design.
Rani: i no ' s forrml a
,
D = (1
a
*
' (^)
'
where
S = actual unit stress,
? r load,
a = net area of cross soction, and
C r constant depending on condition
of ends and material used,
provides for the cases that occur, in actual bridge design. This
forrraila has been very popula- among engineers for many years since
its deduction in 1860. It represents a comfortable r-nngling of
theory and experiments that is very satisfying rnd gives good re-

suits, nevertheless, it Is iDeing abandoned in favor of the strai.tilit
line forrr.ulc- ,-.7liich was first proposed by T. H. Johnson in 1886. Lr.
Johnson found that tlie results plotted from numbers of experi-
rentr could be as well represented, for all practicable purroses,
by a straight line, as by the curved line of P.ankine's expression.
The adventage of straight line formulas are the ease of applica-
tion and sir:,plic-]ty in structure. The formula given in the speci-
fications above,
S = 16, '-^00 - 70 <1)
' r
'
is an illurtration of this kind of expression.
Mr. "J^r it chard in a paper presented before the ^Ingineerlng
Society of western Pennsylvania recognizes the advantages of the
straight line formula but claims that the ordinary expression is
faulty. "T^hat good reason is there for prohibiting the use of a
column with an area of twenty sc-uare inches and a slenderness
ratio of 1^1. and allowing a colunn with an area of ten sqiiare
iKches and a ratio of 100 to be used to support a load of
86,"'^^'
poundsT" he demands ,and continues, "This inconsistancy is not un-
usual in bridge specifications." He proposes the forroula.
His forrvala r^ay be ouite as good and accurate as any other,
sinr-e all are based on assui- r.t ions . ^'liy not, however, when we are
assuming secure as much siMplicity as we can? Then th-". square of
i may be abandoned in fr.vor of that expression to the first power
r
which is probably Just as accurate, 'n his question ::r. ^ritchr-d
overlooks the very good reason--the sar:e for which he is trying

to provide in hlR fonaula l)y deducting an arr-ount fror" the stress
allov/ed foi' sinple tenr.i on- -tliat it is the arrangi-ent not the
arxr.nt of netp.l tmt counts in compressi cn ^ar d that ten square
mann er
inches placed in the right^m^y he far nore effective than twenty
square inches poorly designed.
To the claure ft the head of this article should be added,
The maximun allowable ratio of
length to radius of gyration shall
he 100 for Kain rnenihers r.nd 120 for
laterals. The least alloT/ahle width
of post shall he ten (10) inches.
References :
-
Llerrirnan' s, "Hechanics of Materials '
,
7addell's, "De Pontihus",
Johnson's, "i.:odern Framed Structures",
Lerrinan and Jacohy's, "Roofs and Bridges",
'^jngineering ITews, Vol. 5'"^, p. 446.
Journal TTestern Society of engineers, Vol. 5 fSchauh),
Proceedings Engineers Society of 77estern Pennsylvania,
Vol. 22 (Vhitedl
Vol; 2Z) I'Pritohard)
Transactions ilmerican Society of Civil T^ngineers,
Vol. 9 (Bouscaren)
Vol. 15 (Wilson-
Vol. 20 (Pagron;
Vol. 2G CJaddell)
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44. The open sides of con.'pression
raembers shall ho provided \7ith lattice
and s?iall have tie plates as near each
end as practica'ole . "^ie plates shall
he provided at intermediate points where
the' lattice is interrupted. In main mem-
hers the end tie plates shall hrve a
lengtli not less than the cVl stance he-
tv/een the line of rivets connecting
them to the flan£;es, and interm.ediate
ones not less than one -half this dis-
tance. Their thiclinecs shall not he less
than one-fiftieth of 'ohe same distance.
45. The minimum v/idth of lattice
^ars shall he 2 l/2 inches for 7/8
inch rivets, 2 1/4 for 3/4 inch rivets,
and 2 inches if 5/8 inch rivets are
used. The thickness shall not he less
than one-fortieth of the distance he-
ti^een end rivets, for single lattice .
and one-sixtieth for doiihle lattice.
Shape R of e equivalent strength may he
used
.
4o. 7ive eighths inch rivets shall
he used for latticing flanges loss than
2 1/2 inches wide and 3/4 inch rivets
for flanges from 2 1/2 to 3 l/2 inches
wide, oeven-eighths inch rivets shall
he used in flanges Z 1/2 inches and over,
and lattice hars with two rivets shall
he used for flanges over five inches
wide
The theor;- of lattice v/ork is one of the parts of hridge de-
sign that has never been very carefiilly investigated. The recent
lamentable failure while in process of construction of the Quebec
hridge v/as du.e to insufficiently strong lacing in the large cor..-
pression meiihors , and since this catastrophe the subject of built
up co:::pression members has received an amount of attention more
nearly proportionate to its importance. The general ignorance of
the action o? lacing bars and the extreme variance of opinion on
the strains that they are subject to is deplorable in a profession
as old and as com.prehensive as that of th" engineer.
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The theori^ of lattice stresr, which is very hazy
and a^uite
iTiea-re, nay he simr^arized as follows: The main parts
of any ccl-
u:rn or coi proRsion rnemher are desi-ned, hy ineans of
coliunn for-
mulae derived from theory and tests on actual
colurAns, to carry
the entire loao applied. Such a compression memher
should tr.ke
the maxii-um allov/ahle stress, without distortion or
tending and
under perfectly ideal conditions and with correct
assuriptions
it would do so and there would he no stress in the
latticing.
However, in the process of manufacture irregularities
in structure
and com.position are hound to occur in any rolled
shape, and there
is always some stress transferred from one main par^;
of the
memher to another through tlie lattice system. This
system also
serves to stay the principal parts of the column against
local
hending. Stresses induced in these ways cannot te
computed hut
they are generally small in magnitude and so do not
control the
design.
In actual practice where ideal conditions do not
prevail the
load on th^ colurn may not he axial and due to
imperfections
in erection, workmanship, or material or to other
accidents,
this -ill develop*? considerahle stress in the latticing.
The only rational method ' that has heen proposed for
propor-
tioning for this stress follovzs;
The provision for hending in a column is made hy deducting
fror. the allowable tensile stress some' multiple -f the
length
of the column divided hy its radius of gyration. In
the colu--n
formula
S z 16,^0- - 70 ^
the factor 70 1 represents thir- deduction for bending due
to
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oompresrion in long members, iiow let it he assumed that a uniform
load with erfects eouivalent to those implied by this deduction
be applied on the full length of the column which is assumed to
act as a beam. The theory claims that such a load would provide
conditions similar to those that obtain in actual com.pression
members, and that if the lacing is designed to take the shear in-
duced by th:s uniform load it will be safe. It should be under-
stood that this only provides for accidental L^rnding and that any
other bending due to eccentricity of load or the weight of the
member itself should also be provided for.
Various engineers have endeavored tc place this theory in the
form of a formula, liet areas recraired for lattice bars in an
actual case, computed from eight different formulae, ranged from
0.75 square inches to 7.04 square inches, a variation of about
eight hundred per cent. This is an indication of the unsettled
condition of the subject and the consequent wide range of engineer-
ing opinion.
The rules that require the shear to be taken by the latticing
as from one to five per cent of the total compression are based
on the theory given above but are quite ? s unreliable as the
formulae uue to the crudity of the approximations involved.
In ordinary practice, instead of applying this theory or any
rul-'3S that have been devised from it, the sizes of lacing bars
are taken from tables that express safe standard usage. Table
III gives the siz-^s as required by such usage.

3T
Table III.
Sizes of Lattice Bars.
Size of Bar
7 1 5/4 X 1/4
n X 5/16
" X 5/16
10 2 X 3/6
ir • 2 l/4 X 3/8
2 1/4 z 1/2
15 2 1/2 X 1/2
,
^ -1 / <-\ -1 !
<^-'
C . 1 / -L /
18 4 X
5
'8 (single
or 2 1/2' X 5/8 (double)
ovor I'T 1/2 X 3/0 ( uouble /
or 3 x' r X 1/4 an^e?i 'sin_]
By the deptli of member is meant the size of channels or the
distance between angles used in the section.
The use of angles for lacing is not so advantageous as would
appear on the fpce of tlxe matter, since in an angle co~'-:nected by
on^y one leg the full strength of the section is not developed,
excessive stre.-ses of one kind being produc d in one leg while
the other leg is subject to a stress of the opposite sign. The
tv/o stresses when averaged give the stress that is obtained by
the
the usual method of dividing the total stress by^net section.
Additional security is obtained by placing tieplates at each
end of the member where the shear, if any exists, v/ould be great
est
.
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Sine) ths tle-pla*^,e8 and the lattice l)ars are subject to both
tension and compression their unsupported length should
ho limit-
ed to a certain numher of times their thickness. This
limitation
is placed at forty (4C) for single lattice, fifty (50)
for tie-
plates, and sixty (50) for double lattice.
Tho size of rivets allowed in the latticing will be
naturally
limited by the size of the angle or flange to which they
are
attached. The specification '.uoted at the head of the
discussion
gives these limitations very well.
For large compression members, say those in bridges over
two
hundred C-^OO) feet in length, an investigation of the
stresses
under the actuail conditions that will obtain should be
iTiade by
means of the theory previously stated. The engineer in
charge
should apply the results obtained from this investigation
to the
design of the latticing and if an^^ doubt exists as to
the strength
of th-:p kind of construction he should avoid it entirely
and use
cover plates instead. Th-^ objection to cover plates is that they
completely enclose the member and make it possible to get
at
the interior for paiTiting, cleaning and inspection, thus
pro-
viding favorable conditions for corrosion.
The following specification for latticing is proposed:
The onen sides of compression members
shall be provided with lattice ard shall
have tie nlates as near each end as prac-
ticable. Tie-plates sh; 11 be provided at .
intermediate points wh'.^re the lattice is
Ar,i-(^y-rirnf(-cl In rain m.embers the end tie-
plater stan have a length not less than,
the distance between the lines oi rivets
connecting them to the flanges, and in
intermediate members not less than one-
half' this distance. Their thickness shall
not be less than one-fiftieth of the same

distance .
Lacing "bars shall "be proportioned by
use of Ta"ble III and Plate I, except for
members in spans over two hundred (200)
feet in length where a special investi-
gation shall be nade by the engineer in
charge to determine the size of the lat-
tice work. The angle made by single lacing
with the axis of the member shall not be
lesj? than sixty (60) degrees, and the
similar angle for aouble lacing with
riveted intersections siiall be lort^—
five (45 ) degrees.
Five-eighths inch rivets shall be used fo*-
latticii.g flanges less than 2 l/2 inches
w-'de and threo-fourths inch rlvet^? for
flanges from 2 l/2 to 3 l/2 inches wide;
s ven-eighths inch rivets shall be used
in flanges 3 l/2 inches in width and over,
and lattice bars with tv/o rivets shall be
used for flanges over five inches wide.
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